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Abstract—In view of the need for a highly distributed and federated
architecture, a robust query expansion has great impact on the
performance of information retrieval in a specific domain. We aim
to determine ontology-driven query expansion terms using different
weighting techniques to determine the most k-top relevant terms. For
this, first we consider each individual ontology and user query key-
words to determine the Basic Expansion Terms (BET). Second, we
specify New Expansion Terms (NET) by Ontology Alignment (OA).
Third, we use a Map-Reduce distributed algorithm for calculating all
the shortest paths in ontology graph as a meta data to calculate
weights for terms ∈ BET

∪
NET . Fourth, we actually weight

expanded terms using a combination of semantic metrics namely
Density Measure (DM), Betweenness Measure (BM), and Semantic
Similarity Measure (SSM). Map/Reduce algorithm improves the effi-
ciency of BET calculation especifically for BM and SSM calculation
using the benefits of parallel processing. Finally, we use a Specific
Interval(SI) to determine a set of Robust Expansion Terms (RET)
and compare the result of our novel weighting approach with existing
expansion approaches. We also show the effectiveness of our robust
expansion in federated architecture.

Index Terms—Federated Query; Map-Reduce; Query Expansion;
Ontology Matching; Expansion Terms.

1 INTRODUCTION

The internet continues to point out the benefits of
highly distributed, federated architecture. Since web
applications use distributed data sources in such ar-
chitecture, they are facing accuracy problem in in-
formation retrieval. That is, different data sources
(ontologies) have different design and it is required
to enrich the original user query and cover the gap
between the user query and required information
by query expansion. The goal of many researchers
is to discriminate between different expansion terms
[?] and improve the robustness of query expansion.
Query expansion calculation could be an expensive
operation especifically on large scale data sources
(ontologies). Parallel and distributed processing is the

best choice to improve the performance and efficiency
for query expansion by breaking the operations in to
different parts that can be calculated concurrently [?].
For example, consider several bibliography ontologies
which present description of publication like Author,
Organization, Product, Event and Topic. They include
several classes and their relationships between them.
When a user searches for publications and Academic
Staff, it is desired to retrieve the URIs for different
kinds of publications (i.e. Article, Book, Proceedings)
and the URIs for all Academic Staff. While this knowl-
edge stores in different ontologies. Different query
expansion approaches use dependent or independent
knowledge models [4] for their expansion purpose.
In the dependent knowledge model, the system uses
term co-occurrence, concept node structure or distri-
bution analysis of terms in collections. In the indepen-
dent knowledge model, the system uses structured
knowledge such as domain ontologies or general
ontologies (i.e. WordNet) [?],[?]. In our bibliography
example, several expansion terms can result such as
Thesis, Tech Report, Soft Copy, Association, Collection
and Writer. The major problem with different avail-
able expansion methods is that they may worsen
the query result in some cases [?]. Thus, the goal of
many researchers is to discriminate between different
expansion terms and improve the robustness of query
expansion. In our previous paper [?], we proposed
a novel weighting mechanism for ontology-driven
query expansion calling the Basic Expansion Terms
(BET) and New Expansion Terms (NET). For each user
query, BET is calculated in each ontology based on
some metrics namely semantic similarity, density and
betweenness. NET is determined by aligning ontolo-
gies to find robust expansion terms between different
ontologies. Similar entities in NET are determined by
their name and structural similarity in each ontology.
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BET metrics are defined using the shortest paths
calculation in ontology graphs. The problem of find-
ing the shortest path that goes through every entity
in ontology graph is an expensive operation. There-
fore, in this paper, we concentrate on a Map-Reduce
algorithm for BET calculation in each ontology [?].
We calculated all the possible shortest paths in the
ontologies using an iterative Map-Reduce algorithm
and use the result of the Map-Reduce operation in
our BET calculation.

At the end of expansion, we generate a set of terms
along with weight as a query vector. We use a Specific
Interval (SI) to find the set of Robust Expansion Terms
(RET) with the largest weights. Finally, we use Black-
book [?] to facilitate federated queries and consider
a number of data sources. Blackbook exploits lucene
indexing to find the matching of the query vector
based on cosine similarities.

The contribution of our paper is as follows:
• Determining BET

∪
NET using the structure of

individual ontologies and Common Set of Entities
(CSE) across multiple ontologies.

• Calculating all possible shortest paths in the
ontology by an iterative Map-Reduce algorithm
using the adjacency matrix of ontologies.

• Determing BET metrics based on the Map-Reduce
result for all expansion terms ∈ BET

∪
NET .

• Calculating different weighting measurement for
extracting Robust Expansion Terms (RET) by a
predetermined Interval.

• Analyzing the improvement of our query ex-
pansion algorithm using serial processing and
substituted parallel computation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we present a survey on related works. In
section 3, we present the problem statement regarding
robust query expansion. In section 4, we propose
our weighting measurements to find the BET in each
individual ontology using Map-Reduce framework
and then align them using the Common Set of Entities
(CSE) algorithm. Further, we explain the algorithm
to find the robust expansion terms. In section 5, we
present the experimental results of our expansion.
Finally in section 6, we summarize conclusions and
potential future work.

2 RELATED WORKS

Query expansion is one of the major concerns in infor-
mation retrieval communities. Various approaches are
proposed by researchers to conduct query expansion.
Some approaches focus on determining expansion
terms using unstructured data (Text documents) while
the others focus on expansion determination using
structured data (Ontologies). Perez-Aguera et al. [?]
compare and combine different methods for query
expansions in unstructured documents. They consider
co-occurrence of terms in different documents using

Tanimoto, Dice and Cosine coefficients to weight ex-
pansion terms. Also, they analyze the distribution of
expansion terms in the top ranked documents and
the whole collection of documents using Kullback-
Liebler Divergence. Bhogal et al. [?] review Ontology
based query expansion and explain various query
expansion approaches including corpus dependent
and independent knowledge models. Finally, they
present different case studies on query expansion
using domain-specific and general ontologies. They
focus on a single ontology for query expansion and
do not consider more than one ontology or related
issues to ontology alignment. In our work, we benefit
from the methodologies in unstructured expansion
and expand them in structured models (ontologies);
namely we use a combination of the co-occurrence
method in ontologies. That is, we define BET in each
individual ontology using user query keywords and
then align each ontology’s BET to other ontology en-
tities. We propose a novel weighting approach based
on the combination of entity structure analysis and the
weight of semantic path between expansion terms.

Alani et al. [?] rank ontologies based on their rele-
vance to query keywords. They rank ontologies using
the importance of their relevant vocabulary. Relevant
vocabularies are defined by calculating centricity and
density of the vocabularies. Centricity is the distance
of a vocabulary to the central level of its hierarchy and
density is a weighted summation of the number of
its subclasses, siblings, and relations. We use the idea
of centricity and density of entities as an important
factor in our weighting mechanism for entity structure
analysis. Also, we calculate the weight of semantic
path using an information theoretic approach to rank
each entity in the ontology.

Lee et al. [?] propose an effective semantic search
using ontologies. They consider the number of mean-
ingful and distinguishable semantic relationships be-
tween keywords and resources to find the most rel-
evant k-top resources. In our work, we use the idea
of calculating k-top relevant entities in each ontology
as proposed by [?], but we use it as a portion of our
weighting mechanism for weighting expansion candi-
dates. That is, we have different weighting criteria for
expansion candidates including betweenness, density,
semantic similarity and weight of semantic path.

Our approach for aligning ontologies relies on an
efficient algorithm for determining the Common Sub-
set of Entities (CSE) in the semantic network of on-
tologies. Wang et al. [?] produce matching pairs for
all nodes of two input graphs and create sorted lists
for every node. They determine the similarity of two
nodes based on degree differences of nodes and their
direct neighbors, node attribute similarity and edge
attribute similarity. However, no query expansion has
been addressed in this method. On the other hand,
we use the same structure for matching classes from
the semantic of two ontologies. We compute the edge
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attribute similarity by finding the cosine similarity of
edge types and first neighbors. Finally, we use a spe-
cific threshold applied to the average of all similarities
and determine the common subset of entities.

Our previous works [?], [?], [?] present ranking on-
tologies, query expansion and use rank of ontologies
to determine robust query expansion, respectively.
In [?], we calculate the similarity of ontologies by
an Entropy Based Distribution (EBD) measurement
based on commonality of overlapping entities. We use
CSE algorithm to find the similar entities between
ontologies and rank them using the authority score. In
[?], we determine robust expansion terms by a number
of semantic measures. We consider each individual
ontology and user query keywords to determine the
Basic Expansion Terms (BET) based on the structure of
ontology. We use Density Measure (DM), Betweenness
Measure (BM), Semantic Similarity Measure (SSM)
and Weight of Semantic Path (WSP) to calculate BET.
Then, we specify New Expansion Terms (NET) us-
ing the ontology alignment (OA). Further in [?], we
determine the Robust Expansion Term (RET) using a
dynamic threshold. Ontology rank is used as a heuris-
tic to determine dynamic threshold and k-top rele-
vant terms for each user query. In our current work,
we expand our previous query expansion method
in Map-Reduce framework. This work is different
from [?], in the sense that we do not cover any
ontology ranking in this paper. Also, it is different
from [?] because we are using iterative Map-Reduce
algorithm to benefit from parallel processing. That is,
we calculate our expansion candidates concurrently.
Some metrics of query expansion use shortest paths
in ontology graphs. We use the iterative Map-Reduce
algorithm to calculate these metrics. In [?], we con-
centrate on determining the dynamic threshold to find
RET in each ontology. Therefore, we used the ontology
ranks to determine RET. While in this work, we only
concentrate on optimizing the RET calculation using
the Map-Reduce paradigm. In the next section, the
details of our approach are explained.

3 ROBUST QUERY EXPANSION
In this section, we explain our robust query expansion
method in map-reduce framework based on the struc-
ture of ontologies and alignment of entities between
ontologies.

Definition 1 (Ontology Graph): An ontology graph is a
directed, cyclic graph G =< V,E >, where V include
all the entities of an ontology and E is a set of all
properties between entities.

Definition 2 (Ontology Vocabulary): The ontology vo-
cabulary of an RDF graph is all subjects and ob-
jects that are RDF URI references and defined in
RDF sentences. They cover all entities of an ontology
including classes, object properties, data properties
and individuals. They do not belong to the built-ins
provided by Ontology Languages.

In our approach, first we determine basic expansion
terms on ontology graph. Second, we calculate new
expansion terms and finally we weight the robust
expansion terms.

3.1 Problem Statement

Let Q be a set of federated query keywords and
{O1, . . . , On} be external ontologies describing seman-
tic information on a particular domain with differ-
ent level of coverage, the goal is to use the benefit
of parallel processing to calculate robust expansion
terms efficiently from the vocabulary of large on-
tologies. That is, we use the Map-Reduce framework
to calculate a set of weights wi = (w1, w2, . . . , wn),
wi ∈ [0, 1] corresponding to entities (e1, e2, . . . , en)
from vocabulary V of several ontologies. We need
some distributed algorithm for calculating wi as an
indicator to include or exclude the term from expan-
sion set to determine the k-most semantically relevant
terms that improve the query retrieval. For instance,
considering two different ontologies in bibliography
domains including UMBC, Karlsruhe ontologies [?]
and a user searches for individuals and corresponding
web URIs for Academic Staff and Publication in feder-
ated architecture. As depicted in Figure ??, possible
query expansion in Karlsruhe ontology is defined as
Publication = {Article, Book, Booklet, InBook, InCollec-
tion, InProceedings, Manual, Misc, Proceedings, Report,
Technical Report, Project Report, Thesis, Master Thesis,
PhD Thesis, Unpublished} and Academic Staff = {Faculty
Member, Lecturer}, while in UMBC ontology, possible
expansion is specified as Publication = {Article, Book,
InBook, InCollection, InProceedings, Master Thesis, PhD
Thesis, Misc, Proceedings, Tech Reports } as shown in
Figure 1 and 2.

Fig. 1. Karlsruhe Bibliography Ontology.

Thus, it is required to determine some weight-
ing critera to discriminate between the related terms
that improves the query retrieval using the ontology
graph. For large ontologies, traversing between en-
tities in the ontology graph requires to storing the
whole structure of the graph in memory, which is
computationally expensive. Therefore, we concentrate
on proposing Map-Reduce algorithm to calculate BET
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Fig. 2. UMBC Bibliography Ontology.

using the structure of each individual ontology as
follows.

4 PROPOSED SOLUTION

Our strategcy toward Robust Expansion Terms (RET)
calculation relies on extracting the top-k candidate
list as alternative terms to user query terms from
different ontologies. RET covers both Basic Expansion
Terms (BET) and Next Expansion Terms (NET). BET
is detetmined by a Map-Reduce algorithm based on
the structure of ontology, while NET is determined by
ontology alignment between different ontologies.

4.1 Basic Query Expansion using Map-Reduce
Framework
In this section, we propose our novel Map-Reduce
algorithm for calculating the BET in individual
ontology. For this, first we find the matching classes
to query terms within each ontology. Second,
we determine the central class using map-reduce
Betweenness Measure (BM). Third, we expand
those matching terms using the concept of Semantic
Similarity Measure (SSM) and Density Measure (DM)
as discussed below.

Density Measure (DM)

DM presents some details of each query keyword
in an ontology graph including the corresponding
properties and neighbors. It is limited to first relations
[?]. Suppose qj ∈ Q, c ∈ Oi, and c = NameMatch(qj)
in Oi. BET includes all classes that have a relation with
c that is {c1, c2,. . . ,cm}. DM(c) is the Density Measure
of class c, which represents the number of possible
expansions for c. Let RT = Set of all relations types
(properties) for c including subclasses, superclasses,
and relations.

DM(c)= Σall−relation−typeswk ∗ |RTk| (1)

wk is the weight factor for different relation types.
The weight factor enables us to emphasize some
special relation types like subclasses.

Betweenness Measure (BM) and Central Entity

Betweenness (BM) calculate the number of short-
est paths that pass through each expansion term in

the ontology graph. The node that occurs on many
shortest paths for expanding user terms is considered
as the central keyword in each ontology [?]. Let
ei, ej ∈ Ok. BM(e) is the betweenness Measure of
entity e.

BM(e)= Σ(ei ̸=ej ̸=e)
(shortestpath(ei,ej)passinge)

(shortestpath(ei,ej))
(2)

BM determines the central keyword for SSM
calculation. Central keyword has the highest BM
value.

Semantic Similarity Measurement (SSM)

Ontology graph is used as semantic presentation of
domain to calculate SSM weights for each expansion
term. Shortest distance from every expansion term to
central entity is a representative of semantic similarity
for expansion terms. If any entity is positioned rela-
tively far from the central, then it has smaller weight.
Let entities ej , c ∈ Oi and there is a path between c
(central) and ej .

SSM(c, ej) =

{ 1
length(minpath(c,ej))

c ̸= ej (3)

1 c = ej

}
BET in this method, is all entities in the shortest-path
from central keyword to ej .

4.1.1 Shortest Path Calculation Algorithms

To find the shortest paths for BM and SSM in BET
calculation, different shortest path algorithms can be
used including Dijkstra, Floyd-Warshall and BFS. Di-
jkstra calculates shortest paths from a start node to all
target nodes, Floyd-Warshall determine shortest path
from all start nodes to all target nodes in ontology
graphs. Time complexity for calculating shortest paths
from all nodes to all other nodes is equal to calculating
shortest path for each start node to all target nodes |V |
times, where |V | is the number of nodes. Shortest path
from a single start node to all target nodes complexity
is O((|V | + |E|) log |V |), for |V | nodes and |E| edges
in Dijkstra algorithm with optimal data structures (i.e.
adjacency list and binary heap). Therefore, time com-
plexity for calculation shortest path from all nodes to
all nodes is O((|V |2 + |V | ∗ |E|) log |V |). In Breadth
First Search (BFS), time complexity of shortest path
calculation from a single start node to all target des-
tinations, is O(|V | + |E|) where |V | is the number of
nodes and |E| is number of edges in graph. Using BFS,
all source to all destination node distance calculation
is O(|V |2+ |V | ∗ |E|). Since BFS is the optimal shortest
path calculation for unweighted graphs, we use BFS
in Map-Reduce framework and parallel processing
to calculate BM and SSM values. Therefore, in the
next section we explain about an iterative map-reduce
algorithm that explores all the paths in parallel and it
is very well suited for large ontologies.
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4.1.2 Shortest Path Calculation using Iterative
Map/Reduce Algorithm

Map/reduce programming model is a powerful in-
terface for automatic parallelization and distribution
of large-scale computations[?][?]. In this model, we
use the Map and Reduce functions that are defined
as follows.

Map
(< inkey , inV alue >) →< outKey , intermediateV alue > list

Reduce(< outKey , intermediateV alue > list) → outV aluelist (4)

Data from data sources are fed into Map function
as a pair of < inkey, inV alue >. Map function
produces one or more intermediate values along
with the outputkey from input. After the map phase,
all intermediate values for any given outkey are
combined together into a list. Reduce function
combines intermediateV alue into one or more final
values for that same output outkey . For our BET
calculation, we explain the Map-Reduce algorithm
on Karlsruhe bibliography ontology as depicted in
Figure 1. Ontology graph needs a transformation
from graph to adjacency list to be used by map
function in parallel computation. Step 1 explains the
transformation and < inkey, inV alue > for the map
function.

Step 1: Given ontology O1, the algorithm constructs
adjacency matrix for each entity ei ∈ O1. Each ei
is considered as inkey . For each entity ei, we
determine first neighbors of ei and store them as
a comma delimited NeighboursList(NL) that are
connected to this entity. We also specify Distance-
From-Source(DFS), Path-From-Source(PFS) and
color for each entitiy. There are three possible
EntityColors(EC) for each entity. Source entities are
determined using Gray color, while visited entities
are defined by Black and not visited entities are
defined by White color. We use DFS = 0 for the
source entity and DFS = Int.Maxval for other
entities, because we are using Breadth First Search
(BFS) for source entity. Also, for the source entity
PFS = inkey of the source, while PFS is empty for
other entities. Concatenation of NL, DFS, PFS and
EC is considered as inV alue for the Map function.
Considering Figure 1 Karlsruhe ontology graph,
suppose that MasterThesis is the source entity in
the graph, thus some sample keys and values are
< Masterthesis,”Thesis|0|Masterthesis|Gray” >,
< Author,”Publication,AcademinStaff |Int.Maxval| −
|White” >, < Report,”Publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< Thesis,”Publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >

Step 2: In this step, mappers produce
intermediateV alue for each source entity inkey .
For each source entity Si in the ontology graph with

the Gray color, the mappers first change its color
to Black. Then it creates some new nodes based on
the number of neighbours with DFS = DFS + 1,
PFS = inkey

∪
inkeynewnode and Color=Gray. Since

the mappers dont have the information about the
next neighbours for new nodes, it considers the next
neighbours as NULL. Also, it assumes PFS = ” − ”
for non Gray nodes. Back to our example, below is
the result after first iteration:
< Masterthesis,”Thesis|0|Masterthesis|Black” >,
< Thesis,”Null|1|Masterthesis − Thesis|Gray” >,<
Author,”Publication,AcademinStaff |Int.Maxval| −
|White” >, < Report,”Publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< Thesis,”Publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >.

Step 3: In this step, reducer use one outKey and
the list of all intermediateV alue to calculate the final
outV alue. Each reducer takes all intermediateV alue

of each Key and construct a new node using the
”Not−Null” list of edges, the minimum DFS, ”Not−
Null” value for PFS and the darkest color. That is,
for above example < Thesis,”Publication|1|Masterthesis−
Thesis|Gray” >.

After reducing the intermediateV alues in step3, the
algorithm continues for next iteration to explore new
Gray nodes in step2. This iteration continues until it
expands all possible paths for each source examined
or we do not have any Gray color node that can be
expanded.

4.1.3 Betweenness and Centrality Measures using
Map-Reduce Computation
In BET calculation, we calculate BM measure for each
qi ∈ querykeywords by determining the frequency of
qi in the calculated shortest paths of the ontology.
Then, we determine the central querykeyword (i.e.qc)
among all querykeywords with the largest BM measure
value. As discussed in the Map-Reduce shortest path
calculation, in each iteration, the intermediateV alue is
updated and the PFS is determined. For Betweenness
calculation of each qi, we consider the last iteration
result of Map-Reduce shortest path algorithm, where
no more Gray node exists. In this result, Black nodes
are on calculated shortest paths while White nodes
presents only neighbors of each node. Thus, BM(qi) is
equal to the number of times qi appears in the PFS of
Black nodes plus DM(qi), where DM(qi) determine
all the neighbors for every qi . After determining the
BM(qi), we specify the qi with the maximum value of
Betweenness as the central keyword. The central node
is further used for SSM calculation.

Map-Reduce shortest path algorithm calculates all
the possible shortest paths in the ontology graph
offline and independent of user query. Suppose we
are considering an ontology with n different entities.
Using the Map-Reduce result, first we calculate all
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possible shortest paths offline. Since we are using
the BFS algorithm in our Map-Reduce. We take n
instances of the adjacency matrix and the computation
is divided between n Mappers to expand the paths in
each step. Finally, a Reducer reduces all the Mapper
results. Considering the result of Map-Reduce, we
only need to store and search PFS of Black nodes in
Map-Reduce result. That makes it possible to prune
many nodes in our PFS searching and improves the
shortest path calculation. Figure 3 presents the flow
of BET calculation in Map-Reduce framework.

Fig. 3. Flow of BET Calculation Using Map-Reduce
Framwork.

4.2 Query Expansion using Ontology Alignment
for NET

In this section, we explain about our ontology
alignment algorithm that is called CSE. CSE uses
the lexical and structural similarity of entities. Each
entity ei ∈ O1 is compared with all other entities
of the other ontology (O2) and the similar pairs are
determined [?]. Below is the detail of the algorithm.

Common Subset of Entities (CSE) between Each Pair of
Ontologies
The algorithm uses the ontology graphs and deter-
mines the similar entities between them as follows.

Step 1: Given O1 and O2, the algorithm calculates
the similar entities in vocabulary of input ontologies
such as entities ei ∈ O1 and ej ∈ O2. Similar enities
are placed in a descending sorted list, so that given
an entity from O1, the most similar corresponding
entitiy in O2 can be retrieved as the first element
in the list. Similarity is calculated using the lexical
and structural similarities. The algorithm works in
the following way: First, we extract all the entities
from the O1 and create a separate list for each of
them. Second, we compare each entity from O1 with
entities in O2 and calculate the name similarity and
structural similarity between them. Name similarity
is calculated by the Jaro Winkler distance method [?].
The structural similarity is calculated based on the
first neighbor similarity and different edge type simi-
larity. Finally, the sorted lists of similarities are stored
in CSE data structure between two ontologies. Details
of Neighbor Similarity calculation and Similarity of
Relation Types are as follows.

• Neighbors Similarity(NS): We define a procedure
to calculate similarity of entities from two differ-
ent ontologies based on their direct neighbors in
an ontology graph. The average of similarities

between neighbors of two classes is calculated
as a Neighbor Similarity measurement. First, we
consider all the neighbors of corresponding en-
tities from O1 and O2. Next, we check if the
direct neighbors are the same using name match;
we increase total similarity value; and finally, we
normalize the total similarity value.

• Similarity of Relation Types (SRT): Considering
each pair of similar entities from linked list like
O1 − C1 and O2 − C2, we define two separate
Relation Type Vectors (RTV) corresponding to C1

and C2. Each vector has ”n” entries according to
the relation types of entity and its neighbors. By
checking each relation type for classes and neigh-
bors, corresponding RTV entries are increased as
an indicator for the number of relation types.
Using RTV (C1) and RTV (C2), we are able to find
the cosine similarity of edges for C1 and C2. Algo-
rithm 1 presents the detailed steps for calculating
SRT as follows. In line 2 on the algorithm, we
find all the relation types for class C1 and create
the type array for it. In line 3 and 7, we find out
the type array for C1 from O1 and C2 from O2,
respectively. In line 10, cosine similarity between
two arrays is found and the sorted link list for
each class is updated based on the corresponding
total structural similarity calculated by NS and
SRT.

Algorithm 1 Similarity of Relation Types (SRT)
Require: Entity C1 ∈ O1, Entity C2 ∈ O2, Relation Types (C1,

Neighbors), Relation Types (C2, Neighbors)
Ensure: Overall Neighbor Similarity

1: RTV C1= [0, 0,..,0] , RTV C2 = [0,0,..,0]
2: for all neighbors of (O1 − C1) ns1 do
3: Check relation Type i ((ns1, O1-C1), (ns1, neighbor))
4: RTV C1[i] = RTV C1[i] + 1
5: end for
6: for all neighbors of (O2 − C2) ns2 do
7: Check relation Type j ((ns2, O2-C2), (ns2, neighbor))
8: RTV C1[j] = RTV C1[j] + 1
9: end for

10: SRT (C1, C2)=Cosine Similarity (RTV C1, RTV C2)
11: return (SRT (C1, C2))

Step 2: In this step, CSE is determined by selecting a
pair of similar entities from the linked list. Then, it is
extended by adding its children to a priority queue.
The algorithm uses a similarity threshold to perform
pruning. If similarity value is less than the threshold,
that branch is ignored and the algorithm keeps track
of entities with the remaining children in the priority
queue. Each entity is checked to ensure that it doesn’t
already appear in the path.

Step 3: The procedure of finding CSE is continued
until all paths have been considered. The procedure
stops when the threshold requirement satisfies, if a
threshold size was specified. With the CSE of two

ontologies, we are now able to use the pairwise
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CSE for the matching process across other ontologies.
This gives us all the similar entities between each
pair along with their alignment confidence measure
(ACM). Similar classes are used to specify the NET
between each pair of ontologies. With the CSE of
two ontologies, we are now able to use the pairwise
CSE for the matching process across other ontologies.
This gives us all the similar entities between each
pair along with their alignment confidence measure
(ACM). Similar entities are used to specify the NET
between each pair of ontologies. For instance in our
bibliography example, CSE algorithm finds a set of
similar pairs as follows:

(OKarlsruhe:TechnicalReport,OUMBC :TechReport,0.92),
(OKarlsruhe:Author,OUMBC :Author,1),. . .,
(OKarlsruhe:MasterThesis,OUMBC :MastersThesis, 0.95)

As explained in section A, Karlsruhe BET does not
include TechnicalReport, while UMBC BET includes
TechReport. CSE algorithm aligned {TechnicalReport}
to {TechReport} with confidence value of 0.92. Thus,
NETUMBC = {TechnicalReport,MasterThesis}.

Next we weight the NET that evolved as a result of
ontology alignment across different ontologies. There are
two ways to evaluate the weight of the NET. On the one
hand we exploit matching across ontologies by considering
alignment confidence value; on the other hand, we solely
rely on its own ontology for the weight. For the former,
we calculate the weight of NET as the original weight
of the referenced entity multiplied by ontology alignment
confidence value. For the latter, we measure the weight of
NET from the central entity within its own ontology using
BM, SSM and DM. Once we get weights of NET based on
these two approaches, we decide the final weight of the NET
by choosing either the minimum, maximum, or average
values of these two weights (details can be found in Section
IV.D). In the next section, we determine another weighting
measurement to calculate weights for semantic paths.

4.3 Weighting the Semantic Path (WSP)
We determine the weight of semantic path for all terms
∈ BET

∪
NET using the amount of information contained

in the properties of the path and characterizability of prop-
erties between entities including classes and object/data
properties. We use information theory to measure the in-
formation content of each property in the semantic path.
Content of a property is computed based on the occurrence
probability of the property in the ontology vocabulary [?].
For a semantic path from central keyword c to expanded
ei ∈ BET

∪
NET , weight of path (c, ei) is calculated based

on weight of the sequence of properties from c to ei. In our
work, for every property p(a,b), a is a class (subject) and b
is either a class or object/data properties in ontology graph.
Thus content property of p(a,b), is computed as

I(p(a, b)) = − log2 Pr(p(a, b)) (4)

where Pr(p(a,b)) is the probability that a is the source (sub-
ject) of property p(a,b) in ontology graph. If a occurs rarely
as the subject in the RDF graph, it has more information.

Characterizability between entities (subject-object) of a
property p(a,b) in an ontology graph is measured by mutual
information. Mutual information, MI, represents the amount
of information that a property subject has about the prop-
erty object.

MI(p(a,b))= Pr(p(a, b)) ∗ log2
Pr(p(a,b))
Pr(a)Pr(b)

(5)

where Pr(a) is the probability that a is the subject for the
property p in the graph and Pr(b) is the probability that b
is the object for the property p. Pr(p(a,b)) is the probability
that property p has a as its subject and b as its object at the
same time.

Using the above equations, we compute the weight of
property p(a,b) as follows.

W(p(a,b) )= α ∗ I(p(a, b)) + β ∗MI(p(a, b)) 0 < α, β < 1
and α+ β = 1 (6)

As the length of the semantic path gets longer, the
semantic relevance of terms decreases. Therefore for a path
in the graph from a central entity (c) to expansion terms ei,
the weight of semantic path is as follows:

WSP(c, ei)=
[
∏

p(a,b)∈sp(c,ei)
W (p(a, b))] ∗ δ(lenghtpath(sp(c,ei))−1) (7)

where lengthpath(sp(c, ei)) indicates the number of proper-
ties in the semantic path sp(c, ei) and δ is an attenuation
parameter 0 < δ < 1. For example, in Karlsruhe bibliogra-
phy ontology,

WSP(Technical Report,Publication)= WSP(Technical
Report,Report)*WSP(Report,Publication)*δ(lenghtpath(sp(c,ei))−1)

Then, we need to calculate weight of each single lenght path
as follows:

WSP(Technical Report, Report)= α ∗ I(p(a, b)) + β ∗MI(p(a, b))

where p(a, b) = subclass, a = TechnicalReport and b =
Report.
In Karlsruhe example, there are 19 subclass relations and 1
domain and 1 range relations. Thus I(p(a, b)) = 0.043 and
MI(p(a, b)) = 2.080. Using α = β = δ = 0.5, we have

WSP(Technical Report, Report)= 1.061
WSP(Report, Publication)= 0.82

Thus, WSP(Technical Report, Publication)= 0.435

4.4 Combining Different Weighting Methods
Considering different weighting criteria for candidate terms
including the SSM, BM, DM, WSP and ACM we are able to
determine the overall weight for each term as follows.
If ei ∈ BET on an ontology i

W (ei) =
[α∗SSM(ei, ci)+β∗BM(ei)+γ∗DM(ei)+δ∗WSP (ei, ci)]

(8)

SSM presents the semantic similarity between the central
keyword and expansion term, BM represents the between-
ness of expansion term and WSP shows the weight of se-
mantic path between central and expansion terms. α, β, γ, δ
are coefficients to put weights on some of the weighting
methods and 0 < α, β, γ, δ < 1 and α+ β + γ + δ = 1.
If ej ∈ NET on an ontology j

W (ej) = Optimize[ACMj ∗W (ei), [α ∗ SSM(ej , cj) + β ∗
BM(ej) + γ ∗DM(ej) + δ ∗WSP (ej , cj)]] (9)

where ACMj represents the alignment confidence measure
of ej related to ei from ontology i. For optimizing values
in Equation 9, a number of options are available such as
choosing a maximum value between these two, minimum
value or take average values. Note that maximum may
overestimate weights of terms; on the other hand, minimum
may underestimate weight.
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Considering the weights of terms∈ BET
∪

NET , in the
next section we determine the optimal number of expansion
terms namely robust expansion terms.

4.5 Robust Expansion Terms using Specific Inter-
vals (SI)
Finding the optimal number of expansion terms is one of the
fundamental question for different expansion method. In
this section, we explain about using different predetermine
Intervals to calculate the Robust Expansion Terms (RET).
Given a set of terms ∈ BET

∪
NET and their calculated

weights, we determine RET⊂ BET
∪

NET as follows.

threshold = SI * |BETj

∪
NETj | (10)

Suppose that the threshold = k, then

RETj ={tj |Weight(tj) ∈ k-top-weights } (11)

First, we define the threshold using the SI. Then, we choose
k-top weights and corresponding terms as RET. Intuitively,
RET has more semantically relations to query terms than
other terms. They are better choices as related web docu-
ments, because weights are increased for terms with more
density measure, more betweenness measure, and more
property occurrences. For this reason, we define different SIs
and determine different thresholds and analyze the query
retrieval improvement. Cardinality of RET depends on the
query keywords and the structure of the ontology. The more
user keywords have density and semantic relations, the
more we get expansion terms. That is, if there are more
relations or semantic paths between user keywords, we get
more expansion terms out of them. Figure ?? shows the
sequence of operations.
Algorithm 2 presents the details of our expansion tech-

Fig. 4. Flow of Expansion Technique.

nique. In line 2, we determine all possible shortest paths
between entities of every ontology using the Map-Reduce
iterative algorithm. This is an offline, one time calculation
using parallel computation. In line 5, we find the central
entity by calculating the maximum number of shortest paths
between all user keywords in each ontology. Furthermore,
in line 7 and 8, we expand and weight terms using DM,
BM, SSM and WSP in each ontology. In lines 9 and 10, we
find the BET and their corresponding weights for all the
ontologies by taking the union from each ontology. In line
13, we consider every possible pair of ontologies to find the
similar pair of entities and alignment confidence measure
between them. Similar entities are calculated only once and
are used for every query expansion. In line 15, we consider
every pair of BET in Ou and Ov and check if there is any
mapping between them by ontology alignment in lines 16
and 25. If there is no mapping between them we expand
them using OA in line 17 and 21 and add them to NET.
Otherwise, we do nothing. In line 18 and 22 we calculate
weights of NET by formula (9) and add the new weights
to the weight vector WNET . In line 30, we get the final
expansion terms by taking union between BET and NET.
In line 31, we find the corresponding weights. In line 32,
we find RET using SI. Finally, in line 33 we return RET
elements along with their weights.

Algorithm 2 Expand Federated Query (EFQ)
Require: User Query (Q) with length m, Threshold th

Set of Ontologies SO = {O1, O2, . . . , Ok}
Ensure: Set of Expanded Terms

1: for all Ontology i ∈ SO do
2: MRi ={Calculate Possible Map-Reduce SP for i}
3: for all Term qj ∈ Q do
4: fqj = Frequency count for qj in MRi

5: end for
6: Ci=Maximum (fqj ) ∀qj ∈ Q
7: BETi = Basic expansion terms (Oi, Ci, Q)
8: Wi = Calculate weights (BETi, Ci) using formula (8)
9: BET = BET

∪
BETi

10: WBET = WBET

∪
Wi

11: end for
12: NET = {}
13: for all possible pair (Ou, Ov) ∈ SO do
14: SSE = CSE (Ou, Ov)
15: for all possible pair of (a, b) where a ∈ BETu, b ∈ BETv

do
16: if ((a, b) /∈ SSE) then
17: if ((a, c) ∈ SSE and c /∈ BETv then
18: NET = NET

∪
c

19: WNET = WNET

∪
wc, wc=weight of term c by

(9)
20: end if
21: if ((b, d) ∈ SSE) and d /∈ BETu then
22: NET = NET

∪
d

23: WNET = WNET

∪
wd, wd=weight of term d by

(9)
24: end if
25: else if ((a, b) ∈ SSE) then
26: Do not Expand
27: end if
28: end for
29: end for
30: FET = BET

∪
NET

31: W = WBET

∪
WNET

32: RET = SI (W)
33: return (RET and their associated weights)

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present the result of our experiments on
benchmark ontologies of I3CON [?] and OAEI [?]. We run
our experiments on ontologies of different domains. In each
domain, first we use Jena API to extract RDF graph of each
ontology. Second, we specify BET

∪
NET using the user

query and ontology graph. Third, we build adjacency matrix
for all ontology graphs and calculate the BM, SSM for all
BET

∪
NET based on the iterative Map-Reduce algorithm

result. Further, we calculate final weights for expansion
terms. Based on the calculated weights, we determine RET
with different SI values. Finally, we use Blackbook envi-
ronment to check the efficiency of our weighting mecha-
nism. Blackbook is a graph analytic platform for semantic
web data. It provides the facility of retrieving data from
different ontologies (RDB/SDB data stores) in federated
architecture[?]. Blackbook federates the keywords query
(ontology entities) across all the data sources and retrieve
all the relevant instances (ontology individuals) in different
data sources. Blackbook searches for keywords using the
Lucene Index algorithm.

To assign the weight for expansion terms, we choose
the average values in formula 9. Also we use equal values
(0.25) for α, β, γ and δ for their parameter setting to have
equal effect of different weighting methods in calculation of
expansion terms.
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TABLE 1
Russia Ontologies Metrics (I3CON).

Ontology Class Object Data Individuals
Properties Properties

Russia 1 151 60 16 157
Russia 2 162 62 19 239

Russia A 151 60 16 157
Russia B 103 46 12 125
Russia C 114 50 12 110
Russia D 111 47 15 113

TABLE 2
Tourisms Ontologies Metrics (I3CON).

Ontology Class Object Data Individuals
Properties Properties

Tourisms A 340 44 53 0
Tourisms B 474 28 72 0

5.1 Datasets
We test our expansion mechanism in OAEI and I3CON
benchmarks with both synthetic and non-synthetic ontolo-
gies. We concentrate on expanding queries in Bibliography,
Russia, and Food domains. In Bibliography domain, we use
MIT, UMBC, Karlsruhe and INRIA ontologies. We append
average of 20 individuals to each ontology, because the
original ontologies do not have any individuals. In Russia
domain, we use six Russia ontologies including Russia A,
B, C, D, 1 and 2. In Food domain, we use Food and
Wine ontologies. Different metrics of Russia, Bibliography,
Tourisms, and Food ontologies are presented in Table 1,
Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.

5.2 Results
We expand several user queries on different ontologies of
each domain using both Dijkstra and Map-Reduce shortest
path algorithms. In the first section, we present the effective-
ness of our query expansion and it’s information retrieval
improvement. In the second section, we present the time of
Map-Reduce parallel processing for the query expansion as
below.

5.2.1 Query Expansion using in Serial Computation
In serial processing, we create in memory ontology model
for each ontology by Jena API. we calculate BET and
SSM using Dijkstra shortest path algorithm. we determine
NET using CSE algrothim. Finally, we weight all the
BET

∪
NET . Considering our sample query keywords,

Table ?? presents BET and NET for {Publication, Academic
Staff} in Bibliography domain. Based on the structure
of each ontology and query keywords, different query
expansions may occurs. In our example three different
cases exist for this query.
Case I: query is expanded by BET (i.e. in Karlsruhe
Ontology first row of table).
Case II: query is expanded by NET (i.e. in MIT Ontology
second row of table).
Case III: query is expanded by both NET and BET (i.e. in
UMBC Ontology third row of table).
Finally, we find the union of all expanded terms from
different ontologies. Considering the terms∈ BET

∪
NET ,

we use Specific Interval(SI) to find the set of highly
weighted terms namely Robust Expansion Terms (RET).
We find SI=0.90 as an optimal value in Bibliography
domain. For example, SI=90% elimiates unrelated
term (smallest weights) {Person}from UMBC and

TABLE 3
Bibliographic Ontologies Metrics (OAEI).

Ontology Class Object Data Individuals
BibTex Properties Properties
INRIA 41 40 11 14
UMBC 16 6 25 15

MIT 15 0 40 24
OntoKarlsruhe 56 72 0 28

TABLE 4
Food Ontologies Metrics (OAEI).

Ontology Class Object Data Individuals
Properties Properties

Food 138 16 1 207
Wine 138 16 1 207

{Manager, TechnicalStaff,Employee} from Karlsruhe
BET. Figure 4.a. presents the improvement of RET vs.
BET in UMBC Bibliography ontology. X-axis represents
Precision, Recall and F-measure and Y-axis represents
the corresponding values for both RET and BET. As it is
shown, by eliminating {Person} from the expansion terms,
RET Precision increases 15%.

(a) Comparison of RET and
BET in UMBC Ontology

(b) Comparison of Different Ex-
pansion Methods in Biblio Do-
main

(c) Comparison of Different Ex-
pansion Methods in Russia Do-
main

(d) Comparison of Different
Expansion Methods in Food
Domain

(e) RETs with Different SIs

Fig. 5. Different Domain Ontologies and F-Measure

RET improves the average F-measure in all ontologies
in Bibliography domain as depicted in Figure 4.b. X-axis
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TABLE 5
Query Expansion on Differenet Biblography Ontologies

Ontology BET NET
Karlsruhe Technicalreport, Proceedings, Report, Inbook

Thesis, InCollection, PhdThesis, Associateprofessor
Booklet, Misc, Book, MasterThesis, Facultymember

Manual, Article, Unpublished, Manager, Technicalstaff
Assistantprofessor, Employee, Academicstaff

Fullprofessor, Inproceedings, Projectreport, Lecturer
MIT InProceedings, Proceedings, Manual, Book

Misc, Article, Unpublished, InCollection, InBook,
Phdthesis, MasterThesis, MastersThesis, Techreport

Booklet
UMBC Mastersthesis, Techreport, Inproceedings, Inbook MasterThesis, TechnicalReport

Misc, Person, Article, Incollection, Book, Phdthesis

represents different weighting technique and Y-axis repre-
sents the corresponding F-measures. F-measure improves
the best for RET technique (0.97) in Bibliography domain.
This is the same for two other domains (Russia and Food) as
depicted in Figures 4.c and 4.d. Furthermore, we present the
effect of different SIs in RET calculation in different domains
in Figure 4.e. X-axis shows different SIs and Y-axis shows
related F-measures. As it can be seen, SI=90% has the best
F-measure for three domains.

Also, we compare our method with WordNet as the
baseline [?]. WN expands our query to {Issue, Academician,
Faculty Member}. We run original Query, RET and WN
in blackbook for different domain separately. Blackbook
returns all the individuals related to query keywords in each
domain. Each individual indicates a corresponding URI
reference and presents the related web document to query
keywords. We calculate Precision, Recall and F-measure for
all the retrieved individuals as depicted in Table III. As
we can see in Table III.a, III.b and III.c, RET results in
the best Precision, Recall and F-measure. For instance, in
Biblography domain, RET results in Precision=1, Recall=0.98
and F-measure=0.97.

(a) Bibliography Domain
Biblio Query BET NET RET WN

Precision 0.5 0.43 0.5 1 0.5
Recall 0.15 0.49 0.49 0.98 0.15

F-measure 0.23 0.46 0.47 0.97 0.23

(b) Russia Domain
Russia Query BET NET RET WN

Precision 0.85 0.74 0.85 0.95 0.48
Recall 0.27 0.26 0.26 0.52 0.27

F-measure 0.40 0.38 0.39 0.81 0.34

(c) Food Domain
Food Query BET NET RET WN

Precision 0 0.52 0.54 0.58 0
Recall 0 1 1 1 0

F-measure 0 0.68 0.7 0.73 0

TABLE 6
Average Precision, Recall and F-Measures

5.2.2 Query Expansion using Parallel Computation
In parallel processing, we use a hadoop [?] cluster with
nine nodes to calculate all possible shortest paths in each
ontology. Further, we use the output file of Map-Reduce to
calculate central entity, BM and SSM for expansion terms.
For this, first we define BET

∪
NET in ontology graphs by

exact matching of query keywords in ontology graphs and
calculating all the first neighbours of keyworks and using
CSE algorithm to determine NETs. Next we transform
the ontology graph to adjacency matrix and use the Map-
Reduce shortest path algorithm to calculate central entity
and BM measure for them. In Map-Reduce shortest path
algorithm, we take n different copies of adjacency matrix
for the ontology with n entities in the hadoop cluster. In this
way, all the possible shortest paths are calculated for each of
the entities in different iteration. Finally, after few iterations
there is no Gray node in the Map-Reduce result. We search
only the PFS of Black nodes and calculate BM and SSM
for all terms ∈ BET

∪
NET . DM and WSP are calculated

using the ontology model in Jena API as in serial processing.
That is, we calculate DM for all terms ∈ BET

∪
NET using

ontology models. Then, we use the Map-Reduce shortest
path results specifically the Black nodes, and determine BM
for all terms ∈ BET

∪
NET using both their DM and the

frequency in calculated shortest paths. SSM is calculated
between terms ∈ BET

∪
NET and central entity in each

ontology simply by looking up in the Map-Reduce shortest
path results. Finally, WSP is calculated using the ontology
models and final weights are determined.

Referring to our previous sample query keywords
{Publication, Academic Staff} and ontologies in Bibliography
domain, different iterations of Map-Reduce compuation are
depicted in Table 7 and Table 8.

In Bibliography domain, as depicted in Table 8,
{Publication,Report, Thesis, Facultymember} appears on
shortest paths in Karlsruhe ontology. The maximum number
of occurences is for publication and it is the central entity
in Karlsruhe ontology. In UMBC ontology, AcademicStaff
does not appear in the ontology at all and there are
only neighbor relations in the adjacency matrix. Since
Publication has the maximum DM values, it is counted as
the central entity.

We also present Map-Reduce processing time in a
Hadoop cluster with nine nodes for different domains in-
cluding Bibliography, Russia and Food domains. Figure 6,
Figure 7 and Figure 8 present the Map-Reduce processing
time respectively in Bibliography, Food and Russia domains.
In all Figures X-axis indicates different domain ontologies
and Y-axis indicates time to calculate all the shortest paths.
Calculated shortest paths are used to determine the central
entity for each query. Table 9, 10 and 11 present the number
of possible shortest paths in ontologies of different domains.
For each query, ∀terms ∈ BET

∪
NET , we explore all the

calculated shortest paths in related domain and determine
the frequency of their occurences on shortest paths. For
example in Bibliography domain, for every query term qi
we need to search 1010 PFS in Karlsruhe ontology, 9 PFS in
MIT ontology, 447 PFS in UMBC ontology and 1221 PFS in
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TABLE 7
Map-Reduce Query Expansion on Differenet Biblography Ontologies

Ontology Keyword BET Calculation Iteration 0
Karlsruhe Publication < publication,”null|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< article,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< proceedings,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< inproceedings,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< author,”academicstaff, publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< thesis,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< masterthesis,”thesis|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< phdthesis,”thesis|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< report,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< technicalreport,”report|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< projectreport,”report|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< book,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< booklet,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< unpublished,”publication, |Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< incollection,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< manual,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< misc,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< inbook,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
Karlsruhe Academic Staff < academicstaff ,”employee|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< facultymember,”academicstaff |Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< assistantprofessor,”facultymember|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< fulltprofessor,”facultymember|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< associateprofessor,”academicstaff |Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< lecturer,”academicstaff |Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< technicalstaff ,”employee|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< manager,”employee|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
UMBC Publication < publication,”resource|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< book,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< mastersthesis,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< phdthesis,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< techreport,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< inbook,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< inproceedings,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< misc,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< incollection,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

UMBC Academic Staff −−−

Fig. 6. Map-Reduce Processing in Bibliography Do-
main.

TABLE 9
Bibliography Domain (OAEI).

Biblio Ontology Karlsruhe MIT UMBC INRIA
Shortest Paths 1010 9 447 1221

INRIA ontology. For SSM calculation, we need to look up
at the result and find the length of path from central entity
to terms. Shortest paths are calculated offline and stored as
a meta data for each ontology. It helps query expansion to
avoid many online shortest path calculation and improves
the computation.

Fig. 7. Map-Reduce Processing in Food Domain.

TABLE 10
Russia Domain (I3CON).

Russia Rus.1 Rus.2 Rus.A Rus.B Rus.C Rus.D
Ontology

Shortest 18323 16630 18323 6370 4248 4682
Path

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have outlined a novel approach for query
expansion in a federated architecture using Map-Reduce
framework. First, we determine all expansion terms BET
in each individual ontology. Second, we use an ontology
alignment algorithm to determine NET based on the similar
entities between each pair of ontologies. Third, we use
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TABLE 8
Map-Reduce Query Expansion on Differenet Biblography Ontologies

Ontology Keyword BET Calculation Iteration 1
Karlsruhe Publication < publication,”null|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< article,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< proceedings,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< inproceedings,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< author,”academicstaff, publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< thesis,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< masterthesis,”publication|1|thesis− publication|Black” >,

< phdthesis,”publication|1|thesis− publication|Black” >,
< report,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< technicalreport,”publication|1|report− publication|Black” >,
< projectreport,”publication|1|report− publication|Black” >,

< book,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< booklet,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< unpublished,”publication, |Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< incollection,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< manual,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< misc,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< inbook,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
Karlsruhe Academic Staff < academicstaff ,”employee|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< facultymember,”academicstaff |Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< assistantprofessor,”academicstaff |1|facultymember − academicstaff |Black” >,

< fulltprofessor,”academicstaff |1|facultymember − academicstaff |Black” >,
< associateprofessor,”academicstaff |1|facultymember − academicstaff |Black” >,

< lecturer,”academicstaff |Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< technicalstaff ,”employee|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< manager,”employee|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
UMBC Publication < publication,”resource|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< book,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< mastersthesis,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< phdthesis,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< techreport,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< inbook,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< inproceedings,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

< misc,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,
< incollection,”publication|Int.Maxval| − |White” >,

UMBC Academic Staff −−−

Fig. 8. Map-Reduce Processing in Russia Domain.

TABLE 11
Food Domain (OAEI).

Food Ontology Food Wine
Shortest Paths 2498 2498

Map-Reduce algorithm to calculate all the shortest paths in
each individual ontology. Fourth, we use the result of Map-
Reduce shortest paths to calculate betweenness and SSM
weights. Weight of semantic path and density measures are
calculated using Jena in memory model. Fourth, we find
the robust expansion terms. This helps to choose the k-top
related terms across the federated architecture. Robust ex-
panded terms are considered as entities and we retrieve all
the relevant individuals along with related web documents

for them. Finally, we discussed the results of a series of
query expansion experiments.
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